The modified F-5E aircraft of Northrop Grumman for sonic boom shaping, also known as the Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstrator is equipped with an optimized nose attachment for sonic boom mitigation. The nose is extended by 20% of the aircraft length using an axisymmetric attachment. The geometry of the extension is optimized for ground level sonic boom mitigation using Response Surface Methodology and Computational Fluid Dynamics. 42.1% reduction on the ground signal leading shock strength is predicted for the proposed nose modification, with 0.96% increase in lift and 1.08 decrease in drag. High fidelity nonlinear prediction methods are used which include unstructured Euler near-field solution with grid adaptation and shock fitting and 2 nd order non-linear full potential signal marching in entire cross-flow through mid-field.
Introduction
Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstrator (SSBD) is a modified F5-E aircraft built by Northrop Grumman to study the sonic boom minimization theory of Seebass and George [1] . The modification strategy is based on reshaping the area distribution to obtain the optimum Whitham F-function distribution for sonic boom mitigation. The resultant aircraft prototype demonstrated a flat-top like ground signature with 25% decrease on the leading shock strength [2] . Current work is a conceptual upgrade to this modified F-5E configuration to attain further shaping of the signal and greater leading shock strength reduction. The nose extension that was applied to a simple delta wing in Ref. [3] is applied here to the SSBD configuration in a similar manner. The nose extension is an axisymmetric geometry with a meridian profile composed of linear segments, or ramps approximating a smooth surface. This geometry is optimized for minimum peak pressure and minimum pressure impulse at ground level, which is approximately 600L away from the SSBD flight altitude. Drag increase is a serious concern in sonic boom mitigation, where reducing the boom generally tends to increase the drag significantly. This problem is addressed as well by avoiding the formation of a detached shock upstream of the nose while carrying out the optimization of the meridian profile. Up to 5 ramps are used in the present work to make up the meridian profile. The configuration is illustrated in Figure 1 using 3 ramps for simplicity. Optimization study is carried at Mach 1.414 setting to match the flight Mach number of the SSBD during the acquisition of the near-field experimental signal designated "30-6" (flight 30, recording 6) in Ref. [4] . The 5-ramp optimum geometry determined in this study is applied to SSBD as a nose attachment, extending the aircraft length by 20%. 
Geometric Constraints and Profile Parameterization
The literature shows that the slender the axisymmetric shape gets, the lower the sonic boom levels are at far-field. Since it is not feasible to fly an infinitely long aircraft with a finite maximum cross-sectional area, the length of the axisymmetric nose shape under investigation needs to be limited. Long extensions to the nose of an aircraft are likely to compromise the structural integrity and pitch/yaw controls due to the increased moment arm. The length and base diameter constraints used in the current study are determined rather arbitrarily with some insight to the problem gained from Gulfstream's Quiet Spike™ development, where the nose spike attached covers 30% of the entire aircraft length, and the base diameter is about half the maximum fuselage diameter [5] . The concerns associated with this design are listed as its weight and aeroelastic stability. The length constraint in the current study is set as L NOSE = 0.2L SSBD , where L SSBD is the length of the original SSBD aircraft configuration on which the optimized axisymmetric nose shape will be attached. When the nose geometry is attached at the tip (x = 0) location, it constitutes 16.7% of the total length (L NOSE + L SSBD ) of the new configuration. The base radius is kept similar to the Gulfstream's setting of about half the maximum fuselage radius. The maximum cross-sectional area of the SSBD fuselage (computed using the CAD data) is 0.00924L SSBD 2 . Treating this as a circular area the maximum radius would be 0.054L SSBD . The base radius in the current study is set to R B = 0.025L SSBD which is a "nice" rounded number and is about half the maximum fuselage radius. The length nor the base radius are not considered to be design variables since the larger the length, the weaker the ground boom, and the smaller the base radius, the less the stiffness of the geometry. Optimization of these parameters should be done in a structural / aeroelastic framework which is not the scope of the current study. The current study focuses on finding the best meridian profile with a given axial length and base diameter that minimize ground level sonic boom intensity as well as drag.
In addition to the constant total length and base diameter constraints, individual ramp lengths and angles are also constrained. The optimum condition is to have intermediate shocks in the signal, which requires a convex meridian profile as discussed in Ref. [3] . Therefore the half-cone angle of each ramp is constrained to be positive and smaller than the preceding one. In reference [3] it is shown that steeper the first ramp angle, 1 , lower the maximum pressure levels in the signal. This is no news since it has been shown literature that blunt shapes produce lower booms, but also very high wave drag due to the detached bow shock. To keep the shock attached while minimizing the boom levels, the 1 st ramp angle is set just as large as the critical shock separation angle. This is the key setting to keep the drag low while minimizing boom. Again in reference [3] it is shown that keeping the 2 nd ramp length longer than the 1 st (X 1 <X 2 ) produces lower maximum pressure levels. Hence the final constraint is to have each ramp longer than the preceding one.
The nose geometry optimization is carried out at Mach 1.414, the cruise speed of the SSBD. 1 is set equal to the critical angle for detached shock formation determined by the Taylor-Maccoll equation for supersonic conical flow [6] . For Mach 1.414, 1 = 28°. In mathematical form, the physical constraints are given by 1 2 3 ...
where N RAMP is the number of ramps, and
Equations (2) and (4) eliminate one factor each. Presetting 1 eliminates one more factor, bringing the total number of design factors to 2(N RAMP ) -3. The constraints listed above put tight restrictions on the parameter physical values. The applicable range for one factor strongly depends on the parameter settings of the preceding ramps. This makes it hard to set up an experimental design matrix with a global set of max and min settings for each factor. When done so, factorial design points which are either at a global max or a global min setting of a parameter will not be realizable, and an orthogonal design matrix cannot be setup. Moreover, the constraints are non-linear due to Eq. (5). The DOE/RSM software Design-Expert (DE) used in this study does not support nonlinear constraints, and the design space cannot be defined. One way to work around this is to redefine the factors as fractions of the allowable range of each design parameter, where these ranges are dependent on the parameters controlling the preceding ramps' geometries. The constraints on 's are partially shown in Figure 2 for the 3-ramp configuration. Keeping the same X 2 , ramp 2 can be segment "d" with 2 max = , or segment "e" with 2 min = .
As X 2 gets smaller, maximum allowable value of 2 increases up to 1 . Segment "a" is another limiting case for the 2 nd ramp where 2 is at its absolute maximum value which is equal to 1 . When ramp 2 becomes segment "d", ramp 3 can only be segment "c", and when ramp 2 is segment "e", ramp 3 can only be segment "f". As X 1 is increased, the slopes of segments "d" and "e" will change, changing the allowable max and min values of 2 .
Similarly the max and min values of X 2 are dependent on X 1 . X 2 can be equal to X 1 at the lower limit, and to (L NOSE -X 1 )/2 at the upper limit. The relationship of the range of a factor can be recursively related to the values of the factors of preceding ramps. These relationships are given by 
where constraints on F are simply 0 < F < 1. Using this formulation the actual physical constraints are masked, and an orthogonal design matrix can be setup using factorial points. The formulation given in Eqs. (6) through (8) are easily implemented in a computer code which can generate the meridian profiles and computational grids for any desired number of ramps.
In some cases, it is desirable to limit the experiments to a sub-space in the entire design space, where the center of this sub-space can be different than the global center. For example, after running and analyzing a number of design points in the entire design space, a finer analysis using tightly spaced points can be carried out in the vicinity of a local minimum. The formulation above is modified slightly to accommodate a user defined center and limits for the design sub-space. 
The following has to hold for a run not to exceed the design space limits.
Solution Method
Meridian profiles are created and used for axisymmetric grid generation in the in-house developed software "SFGA" that aligns and adapts the grid for shocks. The axisymmetric domain is created as a slice with only two meridian planes placed 1° apart. CFL3D is used to solve Euler equations to compute the near-field. The solver is coupled iteratively with SFGA to improve shock fitting and grid generation. By providing initial grids that are already aligned in the direction of the Mach lines, sharp and accurate pressure signals are obtained at r/L NOSE = 7.5 after only two CFL3D/SFGA iterations. Total number of grid points used in the final adapted grids is around 175,000 for all cases. Far-field analysis is done using the Thomas Waveform Parameter Code. This linear approximate method is safe to use for signal extrapolation since the flow is purely axisymmetric, the geometry is formed of simple linear ramps, and the signal is provided 7.5 body lengths away from the source. The responses for the RSM analysis are chosen as the peak p and pressure impulse ( )
and the drag coefficient. The solution process is fully automated where the user enters the values for L NOSE , R B , Mach number, N RAMP , Xc, c, B, and a user-defined design matrix listing F. The framework "RAMPSOLV" established for the analysis automatically generates all the near-field grids and submits batch jobs to a high performance cluster (HPC) to run CFL3D in parallel mode on each case. CFL3D/SFGA iterations are also sequenced in the framework, followed by near-field signal extraction and linear extrapolation to far-field. The data is compiled by the end of the run to list ground level peak p, impulse, and drag coefficients for each meridian profile.
The reference benchmark geometry for comparison is chosen to be a simple cone connecting the tip of the nose to the base with a single linear ramp. For Mach 1.414, the benchmark C D = 0.07386, peak p = 0.32 psf, and pressure impulse I = 0.1 psf·msec at r = 600 L SSBD .
The optimization algorithm based on response surface methodology is outlined as follows. 1. Scan the entire design space using evenly distributed design points, with the center point F = 0 placed at the center of the global design space via setting Xc = c = 0.5. Stay off the absolute boundaries by 10% of the total range of each factor by setting B = 0.4. This step is called the "grid search". 2. Select the design point with the minimum pressure impulse or p as the starting point of the optimization loop. 3. Setup a central composite design (CCD) for a 2 nd order surface analysis, centering on the selected design point in step 2. Reduce design space range to 1/10 th of the grid search range of step 1 by setting B = 0.04. Use RAMPSOLV suite to carry out the computations.
4. Analyze and model the response using quadratic fitting in Design-Expert. 5. Use the optimization tool to predict an optimum in the current sub-design space. 6. Test the optimum. 7.
a. If the actual response of the optimum is better than any other points in the recent design matrix, center here and run a new CCD keeping the same boundary limits (leaving B unchanged) b. If the response of any of the points in the recent design matrix is better than the optimum actual, center here instead and run a new CCD, keeping the same boundary limits. c. If the new center point is the same as the recent center point (no change in optimum from the previous loop), reduce the sub-design space by 50% and run a new CCD (to dig deeper about the optimum). 8. Repeat steps 4 -7 until the location of the optimum is converged.
Optimization of the Meridian Profile
The following results elaborate on the ground pressure impulse minimization using 2 to 5 ramp configurations. To be concise, the peak p minimization which is carried out similarly is reported using the 5-ramp optimum configuration only. The simplest case is the 2-ramp case with only one design factor, X 1 being the free variable. For this case, the same 5 level design with F 1 = -1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, and 1 is used in the initial grid search (step 1) and the subsequent nonlinear models. Table. 1 shows the results of optimization iterations for this case. The 2 nd row in the table shows the location of the center point (F 1 = 0) used in the design matrix at each iteration. X 1 c = 0.5 means that the center of the current design matrix is at the global center of the entire design space. Third row is the boundary range parameter which is set at 0.4 at the grid search step and then reduced to 0.04. The 4 th row shows the factor level setting of the optimum configuration determined at step 7 in terms of X 1 * . X 1 * is the fraction of the absolute range of this factor. The physical value X 1 for the optimum setting can be found by working through Eqs. (6), (9) , and (10). The 5 th row is the impulse I at ground level, the response being minimized, and the last column is the percentage decrease in I computed by 100(I benchmark -I new )/I benchmark where I benchmark = 0.1 psf·msec. At iteration 5, the center and the optimum are reported at the same location (X 1 c = X * 1, opt ). This indicates that the situation in step 7.c has occurred, and the sub-design space range is reduced by 50% for the next iteration. Note that the drag is increasing as the impulse is minimized. This is typical for sonic boom minimization. The optimum solution is not changing for the last 4 iterations, which shows that there is no need to go any further with the optimization. The optimum result shows 20.7% decrease in the ground level pressure impulse, and 184.7% increase in drag. The drag increase is obviously too much using the 2-ramp configuration. Next, the investigation is extended to the 3-ramp configuration. There are 3 design factors in this case, X 1 , X 2 , and 2 .. The behavior of the response with respect to the ramp lengths is expected to be similar to the findings of the 2-ramp analysis. Again the first step of grid search is performed using 5 factor levels at -1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, and 1 for all three factors, making 5 3 = 125 runs. Table. 2 shows the best 12 runs from the grid search step having lowest impulses. This table can be used to determine which factor levels should have priority in the grid search step of 4-ramp optimization. F 2 setting which is associated with the 2 nd ramp length spans the -1 through 1 somewhat evenly, meaning that it should be tested at all levels. F 3 setting which is associated with the 2 nd ramp angle goes above 0 only twice at runs 9 and 29. The drag in these runs is high compared to the rest of the list. Therefore it is concluded that 2 nd ramp angle does not need to be tested beyond the center level at the grid search for 4-ramp optimization. The experimental design for the non-linear response analysis is selected as a full quadratic orthogonal CCD with axials at ±1.2154 factor settings. For the 3-ramp case having 3 design factors the full CCD has 8 factorials, 6 axials, and the center point, totaling 15 runs per iteration. The center points are already available from preceding iterations. Table. 3 displays the results for 5 optimization iterations. There is no change in the location of the optimum for the last 3 iterations, and the process is terminated at iteration 5. The optimum for 3-ramp configuration shows 27.2% decrease in the ground impulse level, and 132.7% increase in drag. 3-ramp configuration provides considerable improvement over the 2-ramp configuration regarding both responses. The 4-ramp configuration has 5 design factors, X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , 2 , and 3 . To reduce the number of runs in the grid search step, certain levels of certain factors are eliminated in the grid search. Based on the insight gained in 3-ramp optimization, the 5 factors are tested at the following levels: Table. 4. Run 186 gives the lowest impulse, whereas run 132 gives the best compromise between low impulse and low drag. Again since the current research is primarily intended to reduce the sonic boom, run 186 is selected as the optimum of the grid search step. Again for the iteration steps, the non-linear experimental design used is a quadratic orthogonal CCD with axials at ±1.5467. A half-fractional factorial design is used this time to save on computational time. This design is still adequate to obtain a full quadratic model. Number of design points per iteration is distributed as 16 factorials, 10 axials, and 1 center, totaling 27 points. The results of the optimization iterations are shown in Table. 5. This time no significant improvement is achieved on the best run of the grid search step. Run 186 is obviously a lucky strike where even the short range design matrix with B = 0.0025 does not provide a lower impulse than the center point. With the 4-ramp optimization, the impulse decrease is now 28.9% and drag increase is 108.1%. These values still show improvement over the 3-ramp design, however, the decrease in impulse seems to be converging. Final set of results is given for the 5-ramp configuration optimization. The design factors are now X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 , 2 , 3 , and 4 . To reduce the number of runs in the grid search step, certain levels of certain factors are eliminated in the initial design matrix. Based on the insight gained in 3-ramp and 4-ramp configuration grid search steps, the factors are tested at the following levels: Figure. 3, and the best 12 runs with lowest impulse are given in Table. 6. Run 364 gives the lowest impulse. For the optimization iteration steps, the non-linear experimental design is again a CCD, but this time with the axials set at ±1. The reason behind this is that a quadratic orthogonal setup requires axials to be around 1.8, which is almost twice the intended sub-design space size. For practical reasons the axials are now set at factorial levels, making this a Face Centered Design (FCD). A half-fractional factorial design is used this time to save on computational time. This design is still adequate to obtain a full quadratic model. Number of design points per iteration is distributed as 64 factorials, 14 axials, and 1 center, totaling 79 points. The results of the optimization iterations are shown in Table. 7. The optimum is reached in 2 iterations. With the 5-ramp optimization, the impulse decrease is 27.6% and drag increase is 57.1%. The impulse decrease is not better than that obtained with the 4-ramp configuration, but it is very close. The improvement on drag however is significant. This concludes that the 5-ramp optimum is just as good as the 4-ramp optimum in terms of sonic boom reduction, and much better in terms of drag. The physical levels of the design factors of the optimum configuration with 5 ramps are found to be A summary of the axisymmetric nose geometry sonic boom impulse optimization is tabulated in Table. 8. The table shows the number of optimization iterations required to reach the reported optimum for each number of ramp setting, along with the total number of runs required by so many iterations. The last two columns in Table. 8 are plotted in Figure. 4. The decrease in the ground level pressure impulse asymptotes at about %28, whereas the drag increase is showing a falling trend as the number of ramps is increased. The current optimization study is terminated at 5 ramps due to the process getting exponentially expensive as 2 more factors are introduced with every new ramp. The ground pressure signals of all four optimized configurations (2, 3, 4, and 5-ramp) are compared to the benchmark signal of the single ramp configuration in Figure. 5. The decrease in the impulse can be observed as the area between the dashed (benchmark) and solid (optimized) lines at p>0 regions. Figure.6 compares the impulse optimized meridian profiles. The profiles display convergence to a unique smooth shape that is obvious by 5-ramp configuration. Increasing the number of ramps in the analysis will increase the smoothness of the meridian profile. In this case a new parametric setup with a smooth mathematical expression defining the profile can be a better alternative to increasing the number of ramps, as such an expression is likely to have fewer parameters to optimize.
A well-known set of solutions for optimized nose geometries with length and base radius constraints are given by Hague and Jones [7] . In this paper, the 1/4 th power body shape given by 1 4 ( )
is found to be the optimum shape for ground level minimum peak pressure, where the optimization parameter is the power of the term in the parentheses. This geometry has a blunt tip which is known to reduce leading shock strength but increase drag considerably. Using the size constraints of the current analysis this shape produces C D = 0.1241, and a peak p equal to 0.251 psf at r = 600 L SSBD . This is a 68% increase in drag compared to the benchmark geometry, and a 21.56% decrease in peak p. To compare to this solution, the 5-ramp optimization is repeated to minimize the ground level peak p this time. The physical levels of the design factors for minimum peak p is found to be 
giving C D = 0.0865, and a peak p equal to 0.236 psf at r = 600 L SSBD . This translates to only 17.2% increase in drag and 26.25% decrease in peak p. The critical setting of the first ramp angle is mostly responsible for this improvement over the referenced 1/4 th power-body solution. This 5-ramp optimum configuration for minimum peak p produces ground impulse equal to 0.0828 psf msec, which is even higher than the 2-ramp optimum solution for minimum ground impulse. This is a clear example to the situation where an aircraft can have the lowest peak pressure levels but high impulse. Thus focusing the optimization efforts to mitigate the pressure levels alone is not a safe route. It is imperative to consider the impulse as well. In Figure. 7, the signals with minimum ground impulse and p are compared. A ground reflection factor of 1.9 is used in this figure, to have the pressure data comparable to the SSBD ground signals presented in the following section. The minimum p occurs when the intermediate shock and the leading shock are at the same level. Figure. 7: Pressure signals at ground level (r = 600 L SSBD ) from the benchmark, 5-ramp minimum impulse, and 5-ramp minimum peak p configurations, with 1.9 reflection factor applied.
Nose Attachment Application to the SSBD
The optimized axisymmetric nose shapes reported in the previous section are attached to the SSBD, extending its body length by 20%. The flight conditions are set at 32,140 ft, Mach 1.414, and angle of attack equal to 1.922º to match the reference SSBD case. Figure 8 and Figure 9 display the original and modified SSBD geometries along with the adapted unstructured grid on the symmetry plane. The nose attachment is optimized using axisymmetric flow conditions, thus it is placed at a -1.922 degree incidence with respect to the aircraft centerline. This way the new nose is parallel to the free stream flow direction. Aircraft length for nondimensionalization is taken as L SSBD = 50ft. The adapted near-field grids have 500,000 volume nodes for both configurations after 11 solution/adaptation cycles. Unstructured grid adaptation procedure is similar to that outlined in reference [8] .
The far-field propagation is carried using the in-house developed full-potential sonic boom marching code FPM3D [9, 10] coupled with the linear Thomas Waveform Parameter code [11] . At every 50ft altitude intervals (one body length of original SSBD) the under-track signal from the non-linear propagation is automatically submitted as the input signal to the linear propagation code for ground level prediction. The further the linear solution starting altitude from the aircraft, the stronger the predicted ground pressure levels are. Full-potential propagation is terminated when the linearly predicted ground pressure impulse level converges. This distance of changeover from non-linear to linear propagation is found to be about 40 L SSBD (2,000 ft) for the original SSBD and 50 L SSBD for SSBD with the nose attachment. Atmospheric temperature and pressure data used in signal propagations correspond to the conditions during flight 15 of SSBD in January 2004 over Edwards AFB, CA. Figure.10 shows the pressure signals at x/L = 1.5 and at ground level for the SSBD with the original nose, the conical nose used as benchmark, and the 5-ramp nose shapes optimized for minimum ground impulse and minimum ground peak p. The length L used for non-dimensionalization is equal to the original SSBD length L SSBD (50 ft.), and not equal to the new length increased by the nose attachment. This way the signal foot print sizes of the original and the modified SSBD are non-dimensionalized with the same value for direct comparison purposes. The near-field signatures show the upstream displacement of the bow shock due to the nose attachments. The original bow shock can be said to be divided into two main shocks, one due to the nose attachment (the new weaker bow shock) and the other due to the remainder of the original fore-body airframe aft of the cylindrical fairing (the shock at z/L = -1.4). The peak p upstream of z/L = -1.4 is the same for all nose attachment configurations. All signals can be said to be identical downstream from z/L = -1.2. The computational signals at ground level are shown on the right in Figure. 10, where a reflection factor of 1.9 is used. The mid-field marching with full-potential formulation is carried out down to 50 body lengths for the modified nose configurations. All ground signals have about the same peak p around 1 psf. The main difference is in the bow shock strengths. Without any optimization, addition of the benchmark conical nose already decreases the bow shock strength significantly by 26.6%. As expected, the optimized noses result in weaker bow shocks than that of the benchmark nose. The nose optimized for minimum peak p produces a weaker bow shock than the nose optimized for minimum impulse. This means that the original bow shocks coming off from these nose shapes are not much affected by the rest of the signal, and they present the same behavior as when they are computed alone as axisymmetric bodies in the previous section. In fact, a direct comparison of the ground signals in Figure. 10 and Figure.7 shows that bow shock strengths are about the same for the nose shapes when they are computed alone and attached to the SSBD. Obviously the new displaced bow shocks from the nose attachments do not coalesce with the rest of the signal and amplify. If the opposite was the case, the nose with larger impulse would have provided a larger contribution to the formation of the bow shock. The nose with the minimum impulse reduces the total impulse of the aircraft slightly compared to the minimum peak p nose, where the impulse reduction is insignificant compared to the bow shock strength reduction. A quantitative comparison of the four SSBD configurations is given in Table. 9. The changes in response values with respect to the original SSBD are shown in parentheses as percentage values. The lift increases about 1% when the nose shape is attached. This can be explained as the result of the cambered geometry formation when the nose shape is inclined at a negative angle to the SSBD centerline. The increase in lift is favorable since the addition of the nose geometry increases the volume and weight of the aircraft. The lift is increased in the front of the aircraft which moves the aerodynamic center forward. Since the center of gravity is also moved forward with the nose attachment, the need to balance the aircraft may be minimal. Drag is reduced with the benchmark and minimum peak p noses and increased with the minimum impulse nose. Again this is comparable to the solutions where to nose shapes are analyzed alone. The benchmark nose has the lowest drag (C D = 0.0739), the minimum impulse nose has the highest drag (C D = 0.116), and the minimum peak p nose is in between these two (C D = 0.0865). These values have been computed in the previous section using the base area of the nose shape as the reference area for C D computation. The reduction in the wave drag will most probably be undone by the increase in viscous drag due to increased surface area. The deviations in the total ground impulse are small compared to the changes in the bow shock strength. This is because the nose geometry is a small portion of the entire aircraft volume.
In conclusion, the "best" configuration is selected as the one with the minimum peak p nose which results in a 42.1% reduction in the bow shock strength. In the next part, the optimum wings found in the previous part are used on this configuration to bring down the ground level peak p which is currently around 1 psf. 
Concluding Remarks
The axisymmetric shape optimized for low sonic boom features at ground level does not result in excessive drag penalty that would normally prohibit its commercial application. The key feature for the low drag penalty is the half-cone angle of the tip of the meridian profile (first ramp angle), which is set just below the critical angle for shock detachment at the design Mach number. By maintaining an attached shock, the large increase in wave drag that would normally arise due to a detached shock is avoided. The results show that compared to a simple conical nose, the nose with a 5-ramp meridian profile optimized for minimum ground peak p has 17.2% increase in drag and 26.25% decrease in peak p. On the other hand, a classical optimum solution determined using Hague and Jones [7] ¼ powerbody suggestion which features a blunt nose at the tip gives 68% increase in drag and 21.56% decrease in peak p. This latter optimum is determined using linear sonic boom prediction methods. In conclusion, using non-linear sonic boom prediction methods and more degrees of freedom in the meridian profile specification results in better designs with lower drag penalty and improved sonic boom reduction.
The optimization is carried out for minimizing peak p and pressure impulse separately. Classical linear theory suggests that the pressure impulse is proportional to the leading shock strength. When optimizing aircraft components (wings, nose, etc.) for sonic boom mitigation while they are not attached to the full aircraft geometry, minimizing their pressure impulse may be a desirable concept. In case the shocks from these individual components coalesce and form the leading shock, it is the pressure impulse that adds to the ground signal leading shock strength. Therefore pressure impulse minimization is carried out in this study as well, along with peak p minimization. When attached to the SSBD as a nose extension, the results show that the leading shock coming from the tip of the new nose is not coalescing with the rest of the fore-body shock system. Therefore the nose with the minimum peak p results in the weakest leading shock when attached to the aircraft. The nose attachment shock (leading shock), the fore-body shock system, and the inlet plus wing shocks form a three-step shock structure in the leading section of the ground signal of the modified SSBD. The original SSBD signal shows only a two-shock system.
The inviscid drag of the SSBD is reduced by about 1% with the addition of the nose attachment. This is due to the increase in the slenderness of the full aircraft. The lift is increased by 1% as well, which is due to the formation of a cambered fore-body profile when the nose is attached parallel to the free-stream flow direction. The weight added by the nose attachment is an unknown in the system, therefore lift optimization is not carried out. The nose attachment will ask for some lift increase, maybe more than what is already provided with the additional camber. If the exact weight of the original aircraft and the nose attachment are known, a load balancing optimization using angle of attack as the free variable can be carried out.
